Dawn Endeavor: Julians Jeopardy

Held prisoner in the Amazon jungle, Jules
is rescued by an angel in white who heals
with her hands and steals his heart. Only
shes not real. Shes just a dream... Genetic
manipulation has created the first super
soldier, the Circ. The second generation of
Circs, able to transform into hulking,
inhuman beasts at will and psychically
gifted is much more dangerous than the
first. Under Project Dawn Endeavor, the
secret four-man team belongs to the
mysterious Mrs. Sharpe who is bent on
cleaning up science gone wrong around the
globe on behalf of the United States
government. But theres more to her agenda
than patriotism. If only the team knew what
she really had planned... As leader of the
Circs of Dawn Endeavor, Julian Hawkins
takes his responsibilities seriously. With
two of his Circs now mated, life for his
team is evolving, slowly but surely, into
something with which Jules is unfamiliar,
and hes not sure what to do about it. As if
personal strife wasnt enough, an old enemy
has Jules in his sights. As a prisoner in the
remote Amazon jungle, Jules comes
perilously close to dying when a woman
made of light saves him. She has the purest
aura hes ever seen, a body made for loving,
and a heart made just for him. Except shes
not real. But months after his rescue, when
Mrs. Sharpe introduces the woman as a
new part of the team, can he trust what he
sees? Or is the woman there for another
reason entirely, one that will put his team,
and his heart, in dire jeopardy? Publishers
Note: This book contains explicit sexual
content, graphic language, and situations
that some readers may find objectionable:
Anal play/intercourse, male/male sexual
practices, menage, voyeurism.
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